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Quality and consistency  
build a strong brand
Hiab is one of the world’s leading suppliers of cargo solutions for vehicles 
with load handling equipment used in construction, forestry, manufacturing, 
and defense, as well as for waste management and recycling. 

The challenge
Hiab is a part of the Cargotec group, which after 
several years decided to consolidate eight strong 
brands into a single, main brand. Reactions from 
customers revealed that this was not the best path 
forward. It became clear that they instead needed to 
find a solution that would both allow each brand to 
remain independent and demonstrate a connection  
to the larger group.

Analysis
An analysis of awareness and preferences in the 
market showed that a return to Hiab’s eight, strong 
product brands provided a number of advantages. 
Each respective brand could communicate its own 
unique benefits, but it was also important to show that 
they belonged to a common group. 

The principle 
Strong brands are built on consistency in profile  
and message.

Hiab received a new, visual profile that shows 
a clear relationship between the company’s eight 
different brands. A shared brand promise, “Built to 
Perform,” was developed as a connecting force in  
the communication.

The solution
The new identity and customer promise now 
permeate everything that is communicated within the 
organization through a comprehensive VIG (Visual 
Identity Guide), films, seminars, etc.

The profile and brand promise is also a common 
thread throughout all external communication.

Result

“It was great to experience our competitors’ 
reaction when they visited our trade fair booth 
and exclaimed, ‘Shit, we’re in trouble.’”

Clas Thott 
Vice President Marketing, Hiab



“Back in black”
A powerful graphic profile in black and red with the 
distinctive elephant as a common denominator. 

Built to perform

THE NEW HIAB T-SERIES  
LIGHT RANGE 
THE EASIER WAY

tseries.hiab.com

MULTILIFT FUTURA
A NEW-GENERATION 
SKIPLOADER

Explore the future of skiphandling 
futura.multilift.com

THE HIAB Z-SERIES
MID-RANGE CRANES
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SmartControl

HybridDrive

nDurance

Integrated 
load-holding 
valve in first 
boom cylinder

CastBase

Extension cylinders with internal 
feed for a clean-looking boom

Integrated sub-frame

nDurance

Constantly exposed to the elements, your  
crane needs the best in surface protection.  
HIAB nDurance is the industry’s most effective 
high-tech painting system, with a technologically 
advanced and environmentally sound process 
based on nanotechnology and e-coating.
 
Your crane’s parts are first shielded by an ultra-
thin nanoceramic layer that prevents corrosion. 
Afterwards they receive a lacquer polymer  
e-coating and a durable powder coating, which 
create stunning good looks that will last your 
crane’s lifetime.

HybridDrive

HybridDrive from HIAB combines operating 
flexibility with economy that benefits the  
environment. The  T-series crane can be  
operated on electricity alone, which limits 
noise in operation and reduces both your 
fuel costs and emissions. The power pack 
is charged whenever the truck engine is 
running.

CastBase

CastBase from HIAB is your assurance of  
a durable, well-sealed crane mounting. 
When the base of your crane is cast instead 
of shielded by a plastic cover, it forms a 
tight barrier that keeps air and moisture out. 
That means the quality of your lubricant is 
maintained for longer, which in turn means 
trouble-free ownership and a crane that is 
always ready to go.

HybridDriveCastBase SmartControl

nDurance

HybridDriveCastBase SmartControl

nDurance

SmartControl

Your T-series crane can be configured with a 
range of control options, all of which give you 
unbeatable precision in lifting and handling  
your load.

Some of those options also include HIAB 
SmartControl, which allows several crane 
movements to be performed simultaneously. 
For example, your crane can be turned while 
deploying the extensions at the same time, 
which brings your load more quickly to the 
place where you need it.

HybridDriveCastBase SmartControl

nDurance

The HIAB T-series light range makes easy work of your heavy lifting. Discover the easier way at  
tseries.hiab.com

LIGHT CRANES WITH STRONG ADVANTAGES
The features shown here are some of many reasons why HIAB T-series light cranes 
provide unbeatable quality and long-lasting peace of mind.

VISUAL IDENTITY 
GUIDE
Version 1.1
July 2014
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THE BASICS 
THE RED LINE

Line forms
The Hiab Red Line is a central element of our visual identity.  
It is a single element with fixed proportions that can appear in 
three different placements: smiling, growing and corner. 

In all cases, the line must extend completely from one side of the 
page to the other.

Rotation
The Hiab Red Line may be rotated, but never so much 
that it loses its character. 

Proportional scaling
The Hiab Red Line may be scaled, and 
its width may be adjusted to retain the 
graphical balance of the unit. 

The character and curve of the line 
should be preserved when scaling up.

BUILT TO PERFORM

hiab.com

Smiling Growing Corner

0-80° 0-80°
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THE BASICS
THE ELEPHANT SYMBOL

Use of the elephant symbol
Our stylised elephant is a proud symbol of Hiab’s strength,  
reliability and heritage. It appears primarily as a part of our  
logotypes, together with a brand name. On its own, however,  
it may be used with care as a decorative element. This should 
never be done in marketing materials, but it may be done in a  
limited scope on promotional items and in Hiab’s own office/ 
production settings.

The ”Elephant” was originally introduced as a product name  
for the HIAB 170 crane in 1956. In 1971 it was adapted as a 
symbol for the company. Now as then, the elephant symbol  
represents strength, long life, reliability, trust and lifting.  
In addition, it has a strong connection to nature and working 
sustainably.

Symbol outline
When the elephant symbol appears on a dark background,  
independently or as part of a logotype, an outline must be  
applied around it. The outline proportions are indicated here.



Helsingborg
Box 1026 (Bergaliden 11)
SE-251 10 Helsingborg

Phone: +46 42 38 68 00
Fax: +46 42 38 68 68 

Stockholm
Box 190 (Waterfront Building)
SE-101 23 Stockholm 

info@pyramid.se
www.pyramid.se

Pyramid Communication AB

Sweden’s most 
international B2B agency 
We build strong brands by creating conspicuously profitable, boundless 
communication solutions for international companies who have high 
ambitions and entrepreneurial spirit. Pyramid has been ranked as 
Sweden’s best B2B agency for 10 years. Webbyrån Petra was ranked as 
Sweden’s best digital agency in 2014.

Do you share our ambitions to become a global winner? Let’s meet and 
discuss how. 

 
Some of our customers:

Alfa Laval
Assa Abloy
Awapatent
Bluetooth
Borgestad Industries
Bostik
Bring
Contura
Diab
Duni
Ecophon 
Enfo
Green Cargo
Gyproc
Haldex

Helsingborgs Hamn
Helsingborg
HemoCue
Hiab
Höganäs AB
JBT Corporation
Kalmar
Lantmännen
Lindab
Maersk
Medius
Midroc
Munkfors
Navetti
Nederman

Norden
Perstorp AB
Posten Norge
Rapid
Ruukki
Rydahls
Saab
Safmarine
Sandvik
SSAB
Stora Enso
Sulzer
Tetra Pak
Valmet
Yara


